ARRIVALS
Emergency contacts.
Upon your requests, Vladimir and/or Ivan can provide their
personal mobile phone number for those who arrive late in the
evening or feel that they may need it (please contact us).
Alternatively, you can email us or IESC if necessary:
kazakov@lpt.ens.fr, chered@email.unc.edu.
Organisation générale: Dominique Donzella 04 95 26 80 40
dominique.donzella@iesc.univ-corse.fr
Transports et hébergement: Nathalie Bedjai 04 95 26 80 44
nathalie.bedjai@iesc.univ-corse.fr
Lodging instructions.
If your lodging is in the village or at the institute you
please go/drive directly to IESC upon your arrival at Ajaccio
or in Cargese.
The participants who stay at Roc e Mare or in hotels in
Cargese will receive instructions and the keys there at the
reception registration desks at their hotels; we will email
the exact names of the hotels.
Roc e Mare and IESC will posts an accommodation table with
your names and the apartment/room numbers near the entrance.
The institute will be closed before 16:00; please plan to come
at 17:00 or after.
On July 4th (the main arrival date) or July 11th.
IESC will provide the main bus from the Ajaccio airport to
IESC. The bus will be departing from the Parking des Bus and
will display "Institut Scientifique" on the window.
It will be scheduled at about 16:30 from the airport (arrival
at about 17:30 at the institute). Its departure will be
adjusted to the flight arriving at 3:55 from Paris.
After its stop at the Institute, this bus will go to the
village, Place Saint Jean, to bring the participants who stay
in the village to their apartments. Thus, those having
accommodation in the village have to be at the Institute at
the arrival of the main bus (~ 17:30). The secretaries will
show them their apartments. It is impossible to go directly to
your apartment without the secretaries! If you use your own
car, you must be accompanied by a IESC secretary.
Late or unusual arrivals.
Please come to the Institute first (unless if you stay in Roc
e Mare or in a hotel, see above). Please let Sebastien or

other organizers know if your arrival is late in the evening
or non-standard. If you arrive in the morning, we suggest that
you use the local bus (please see below) or wait for the
Institute bus at the airport (please see above).
If you are coming at a different time/date by bus or your car,
please come to the Institute first (unless you stay in Roc e
Mare or in a hotel, see above). Please ask the bus driver to
stop at the Institute. The Cargese map we provide may help
you.
If you arrive at Cargese before 4pm on July 4, it will be
possible to leave your suitcases in a bus parked near the
institute, but it may be not absolutely safe.
Public transportation.
There are 2 public buses departing at 7:30, 15:45 from the
Gare Routiere in Ajaccio and at Cargese 8:25, 16:40. There are
shuttles ~ every 30 min from the airport to the Gare Routiere.
The bus trip is around 1h:15 from Ajaccio Airport to Cargese
and about 1h from the station. The main stop in Cargese is
Place Saint Jean. If you are in a hotel or in Roc et Mare, you
can walk directly to your hotel from this stop. If your
accommodation is in the village please go to the institute
(see above) or wait at the stop Place Saint Jean until the
institute bus arrives with the other participants staying in
the village.
Taxi.
If you are not taking the bus (Institute or public), and are
not coming by car, then you have to take a taxi. We strongly
advise you to book in advance one of the Cargese taxis (not
those in Ajaccio):
Ms. Valerie Aiello: 06 72 09 35 77
Cyril M. Cortesi: 06 82 02 12 05
Taxi Dolce Vita: 06 63 55 83 33
They have a special rate for the Institute (please mention
this when you reserve it), which is around 95 euros during the
daytime and ~ 130 euros at night.
Valerie and Cyril may take you to hotels or other places
in Cargese. Some taxis can take up to 9 passengers, please
consider sharing. We do not reimburse local travel expenses
unless it was confirmed by the organizers.
--IESC and the organizers

